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ABSTRACT 

Colors, light, shapes, textures, sounds and even smells are used to emotionally address the user of an                 

architectural space. The processing of sensory stimuli, however, is a complex issue that covers              

various sciences. A knowledge the architect or designer usually does not have access to. There is a                 

need for a manageable tool to deal with the design of meaning. This paper presents the semantic                 

color space as a model that articulates the relation between meaning, emotion and elements of               

visual language. The theory behind the model is that sensory input is converted into neurological               

patterns, and that related patterns synthesise into identifiable mental states. As a tool it provides a                

designer with components that have a seamless mental match. The story of the model however is                

not one from input to pattern to mental state, but from a hypothesis about mental state, related                 

patterns, and expression into visual language.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Because we are dealing with signs and meaning, we approach the construction of a design system                

from the perspective of semantics, namely by searching for logical, mathematical systems of giving of               

meaning. Semantics explores this mathematical logic within human evolutionary biology, cognitive           

psychology and neurology. Pinker (1994) explains that human understanding shows to be not only a               

matter of learning and culture but that also an inborn language ability is needed. In this view signs                  

refer to the outside, to the concrete, as well as to an inner, abstract meaning. Recently researchers                 

have provided evidence for Pinker’s presumption: "the language ability is contained in our DNA, and               

is therefore unique human" (De Decker, 2006).  

Our backing theory takes off from the assumption that meaning derives from innate structures of               

information processing, from the methods used in the cell. The nervous system and the brain are                

build up of cells and it seems logical that the way cells exchange signals relies on the genetic code                   

they possess. From this proposition emerges the idea that the human signalling system can be traced                

back to the codons of the DNA. The human ability to use signs is thus based on applications of                   

genetic encoding. We call this key-point ‘genetic semantics’. 
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GEOMETRY FROM THE INSIDE OUT 

According to Hofstadter (1999) the symbols we use for our communication belong to the assembly               

language of our brain. Below this assembly level, processing takes place via the ones and zeros of a                  

machine language. We can find this binary code in the DNA, described by Dawkins (2004) as “textual                 

information written in a 4 letter alphabet”.  

The DNA codon structure can be presented as a spatial classification system, wherein the four               

DNA letters are represented by two static (0 and 1) and two dynamic (from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0) code                      

signs that are combined in groups of 23 codon ‘words’. Genetic semantics postulates the hypothesis               

that the first digit of a codon refers to the depth dimension, the second to the height and the third to                     

the width. In this construction the four ‘letters’ of DNA may be considered as semantic markers                

introduced by Katz & Fodor (1963). The codon words then refer to the key-concepts of the inner                 

meaning system. Through their code they get a place in the space and can orient themselves. (see                 

Figure 1) 

 

 

Figure 1: Three axes of meaning in the genetic semantic space. 

 

Moreover, the cube-shaped semantic space allows a hierarchy of meaning, starting from the             

abstract zeros and ones, via the dimensional semantic markers, into an endlessly refining structure of               

conceptual levels of 8, 64, 4096, … On the dimensional level each axis represents a distinguishing                

aspect of meaning, given by the elementary properties of the space, which stand as opposing pairs                

on the dimensions. In the depth the meaning is given by the contrast back (0) / front (1). In the height                     

it is above (0) / below (1), in the width: left (0) / right (1).  

The depth dimension is about differences or similarities. Which is equivalent to us there we tend                

to seek contact with, thus coming closer and facing us in the front. What is strange makes us back                   

away, turn our back. It is the theoretical dimension, about communication, the what question, the               

profound, the in depth.  

The height is the dimension of the force of gravity. At the top is the power that dominates. At the                    

bottom is the compliant. It is the hard on top opposite to the gentle below, the strong towering                  

above the weak. This is the practical dimension, the how questions, the technical approach, the               

know-how.  

The width is the dimension which is determined by the hands, to the left and to the right of the                    

body. This is about activity. An estimated 85 to 90% of humanity has an active right hand. We usually                   

express the past with the left hand, and that which lies in the future with the right hand. The past is                     

associated with passivity and the present or the future with activity. It is the history dimension, the                 

why questions. 
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The bi-polar 3D structure is crucial in the genetic semantics system and according to the               

semanticist Greimas (1966) it is inherent to human thinking. He showed that not only do we think                 

binary, in antagonists, but also dimensionally, according to aspects. Depth, height and width are              

dimensions of imaginary but nevertheless meaningful positions and movements that form the basis             

of the meaning. Dawkins (2004) shows with a research with newborn chicks that above and below                

has a meaning that cannot be learned. He explains that in the very early embryo, each cell is told                   

which place in the 3-dimensional body it is in through the mediation of special control genes. Also,                 

for the most primitive beings such as the ragworm or even the amoeba, being our ancestors                

estimated at 600 million years ago and older, front and rear, left and right, and up and down have a                    

clear meaning. 

Establishing associations appears to be a primary principle of the neocortex (Edelman &             

Mountcastle, 1982). Being able of building networks of associated meanings seems essential for our              

model. That's exactly what will happen on the next levels, starting with the 8-level, as a first step to                   

more complexity in the meaning hierarchy. By combining three dimensional parameters into a codon              

each time, we obtain 8 codons of meaning that we can place on the 8 vertices of the cube. Not only                     

they are themselves connected to each other by their code, each of them in turn form clusters of                  

associated meaning, put together through synonyms and antonyms.  

Their place in the semantic space is not arbitrary but determined by their composite dimensions.               

For example, the code 000 is fixed at the back, top and left. The meaning of this position can be                    

dimensionally summarized as: difference, far, hard, heavy, passive, few. We can associate primary             

keywords with it such as: distance, depth, carrier, material, real, earth, inwards, contract, cold, slow.               

The opposite position with the code 111 and the dimensional opposite meanings: equal, close, soft,               

lightweight, active and few, is associated with keywords such as: near, superficial, immaterial, unreal,              

heaven, outwards, expand, warm, fast. This way, a number of keywords, associations of meaning,              

that we call primary are clustered together around 8 codons. 

64-level keywords are formed by combining 8-level keywords (8x8=64), thus making them even             

more complex in meaning. Here you can find assembled words such as “crossroads” (cross (010);               

road (100)), or “nature reserve” (nature (010), to preserve (000)) where the 8-level source is still                

clear. But also words such as “cooking”, “family”, “detective” are 64-level.  

 

 

COLOR AND MEANING 

Now that we have established a classification system in which concepts and ideas have been given a                 

logical position in a layered model, the way is open to add colors. Colors are important for semantics                  

because of their abstract quality. It is better to replace the zeros and ones with a color code, which                   

offers more possibilities for direct applications. We start from the dimensional level and try to               

connect the psychological and physical parameters of color to the three dimensions of meaning. The               

psychological parameters which prove important when it comes to emotional values, are            

temperature, weight and activation (Ou et al., 2004; Wang, 2007). The physical parameters include              

wavelength, lightness and saturation. 

A clear correlation has been established between a feeling of temperature and the wavelength of               

a color. Psychological research shows that the subjective experience of color temperature changes             

abruptly when the value above 120° CIELAB has been exceeded. The same sudden change occurs               

around 330° CIELAB (da Pos & Valenti, 2007). This connection appears to work grosso-modo              

cross-culturally (Sato, Xin & Hansuebsai, 2003). There is a strong connection with the color              

temperature parameter cold/warm and the parameter far away/close by. Warm colors tend to come              
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forward, while cool colors tend to step back. That is why wavelength and temperature are placed on                 

the depth axis of the semantic space.  

In the height dimension fits the lightness and the weight parameter. Research results support the               

earlier qualitative findings that dark colors appear heavier than light colors, while providing             

quantitative meaning to the terms dark and light. (Alexander & Shansky, 1976). Dark colors, when               

applied above the viewer, tend to press down or dominate. Because of their heaviness, the weight is                 

physically sensed.  

The saturation and activation parameters connect with the activating width dimension. The            

amount of chroma has an effect on activity (Miyamoto, 2003). The brighter the color, the more a                 

sense of dynamism will arise (Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994). Passive feelings such as sadness and fear                

are associated with very desaturated monochrome colors, while active feelings such as happiness,             

surprise and anger are linked to bright and very contrasting colors (da Pos & Green-Armytage, 2007). 

Now having the parameters of color connected to those of meaning, we can proceed on the                

8-level with defining and placing 8 primary colors on the corners of the semantic space. This is done                  

by codoning their 3 psychological parameters. For instance the color red is defined by the parameters                

warm, heavy and active and thus finds its place in the front, top and right of the space. The other                    

colors are blue, black, green, purple, brown, white and yellow. (see Figure 2) 

 

 

Figure 2: The semantic color space. 

 

The back colors are the cold ones, the front colors are warm. At the top are the heavy colors that                    

weigh on the lightweight colors below. Passive colors are on the left side, while the active ones are                  

on the right. 

That these 8 colors are primary is confirmed by different sources. From linguistics we know,               

thanks to the research by Berlyn and Kay (1969; Kay, 1975), that primary colors are first mentioned in                  

the evolution of color naming. The researchers confirm that cross-culturally between 7 to 12 primary               

colors are named initially. Following the evolution we get a color range of dark (black) and bright                 

(white), red, yellow/green, blue, brown, purple/pink/orange/gray. Moreover, there is substantial          

agreement over namings of primary colors across different cultures (Dawkins, 2004). From biology,             

there is the function of retinal ganglion cells that confirm the selection of the eight primary colors. Six                  

primary colors interact as antagonists, where blue is opposite to yellow, green to red and dark to                 

light. Purple and brown are generated by the simultaneous stimulation of these cells. 

Through metaphors, color psychology, striking applications of colors in imaging we can connect             

them with words. There is a lot of confusion about the meaning of colors. Their codic meaning is                  

universal because it is determined by their physical characteristics. The abstract meaning, although             

sometimes very clear, can not be automatically translated into words. There are no fixed rules,               

because language is an open system. The 'translation' is rather something like laying a tangram, the                

Chinese puzzle that suggests a figure. Phrases like "red means love" assume a strict, unambiguous               
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relationship. ‘Red’ does not get meaning through ‘love’. In reverse, the words get meaning through               

the colors, they are ‘emotionally colored’ as in "love is red". The abstract meaning of the colors is                  

universal, their external meaning is culturally given, which does not imply that it would be entirely                

conventional. 

According to the comparative research of Alpaerts & Michiels (Alpaerts & Michiels, 2018), "Earth"              

eg. was placed under the code 000, i.e. the codic combination for the color blue. On a dimensional                  

level, the idea of the earth can be described as the sum of massive (back) + hard (top) + passive (left).                     

There is a frequently recurring relationship with the term "earth" and the color blue. The earth is                 

referred to as the 'blue planet'. In many simple images such as logos the globe is presented in blue. In                    

Christian representations, the heavenly God is depicted in yellow opposite the blue earth over which               

he rules. According to the psychologist Heller (1989), blue is the color of the reunification with                

(mother) earth and has a calming effect. Campbell (1991) explains that Buddhist meditation             

techniques focus the mind on colors. "The earth, then, was to be seen as lapis lazuli, transparent and                  

radiant." In Ancient Egypt as well as in India (Shiva, Vishnu, Krishna), blue is the divine color of an                   

earth god. 

When combining two primary colors we are giving meaning on the 64-level. In two-color              

combinations it is about the relationship between the bottom or background color and the top or                

front color. An additivity relationship was found between single-color and color-combination           

emotions. This relationship predicts color emotions for a color pair by averaging the color emotions               

of individual colors that generate the pair. (Ou et al., 2004) 

When a color is identified as an 8-level sign, for example ‘red’ (101), then it concerns a more                  

general meaning such as ‘love’ in a broad sense. On 64-level one distinguishes more specific               

meanings which can be presented as a color combination or as a specific color tint. Erotic love and                  

romantic love are often pictured respectively in the color combinations purple-on-red and            

red-on-black, while charity and soft erotic can be expressed in salmon red and pink red. 

Color tints can be classified in two ways. The first way is to combine the 3 psychological color                  

parameters with the 3 physical ones, thus becoming a 64-level sign. The psychological parameters              

define the primary color, while the physical parameters finetune the primary colors into shades and               

tints. A second way to classify color tints is to perform a calculation or operation on the digital code,                   

thus resulting in 8 tints of blue, 8 tints of black, etc. By combining these 64-level color tints the                   

meaning is refined even more and becomes 4096-level. Because of the complexity of this calculation               

and the consequences for the meaning of the 64 tints it cannot be explained in the current paper. 

Genetic semantics defends the existence of abstract ideas. As shown with the Bouba-Kiki effect              

(Köhler, 1947), there is no difference at a certain level between sensory experiences. We feel this                

when we compare sign systems, for example we can call a color, a sound as well as a taste 'sharp'.                    

Synesthesia mainly takes place on the dimensional level by comparing the parameters. The semantic              

color space is equipped to connect other senses such as shape, composition, texture, music, body               

language or even taste to meaning.  

 

CONCLUSION 

We have shown how the semantic color space is build as a layered classification system, of which the                  

cells are provided with coordinate formulae that are formed by codon words. Thus arises a huge                

network of concepts and ideas, representing signs such as keywords, primary colors, color             

combinations and tints, but also shapes, compositions, materials, textures, sounds, body language,            

tastes. This is the result of more than 20 years of research. By carefully comparing statistical research                 

of correlations between the different sensory parameters, a solid network of design handles is              
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formed with which designers can create meaning in a more controlled and scientific way, getting a                

solid grip on the emotional language they express. Since 2018, the authors have started to fill in an                  

online version of the semantic color space that can be consulted. (Alpaerts & Michiels, 2018)  

The current model is simple and complex at the same time. It promises a design system for the                  

future as endless refinement of meaning is incorporated. This groundbreaking semantic color space             

thus responds to the new evolutions in design practice, as design becomes more and more a                

sense-making creative activity. The semantic color space is a step forward to the analytical or logical                

turn of design, away from the arts-and-crafts orientation, without losing touch with intuïtion and gut               

feeling.  
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